My Chemical Romance frontman Gerard Way’s comic series, *The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys*, tells the story of the concept album *Danger Days*. Set in the California desert, a ragtag group of rebels tries to stop a totalitarian corporation and fails. As Better Life Industries exerts increasing control over peoples’ lives, the rebellion simmers into nothing in the desert heat, and only the most mysterious surviving Killjoy can do something about it. And though it isn’t based on a book, the movie *Daybreakers* is also set in the year 2019. After vampires take over the government, a blood scientist discovers that blood comes from harvested humans who live in a horrible factory compound and have their organs stolen. Hundreds of free *My chemical romance* stories, books, poems, articles and more. Writing and publish your own. An outcast, bullied girl with drug addicted parents runs away from home to Sacramento, California, goes to a *My Chemical Romance* concert and almost gets ran over a car on the way back to her motel after everyone was gone, but gets saved by Gerard. I’m not going to put it. Read More. Fandoms: My Chemical Romance, *Danger Days: The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys* - My Chemical Romance (Album), Fall Out Boy, America's Suitehearts - Fall Out Boy (Music Video). Teen And Up Audiences. Graphic Depictions Of Violence. *All rights belong to My Chemical Romance and anyone else involved in creating Danger Days*. Language: English.